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ASX exchange-traded options: consultation on automatic exercise on expiry date and approach for exercise errors

Executive summary
ASX is consulting market participants, clearing participants and interested stakeholders on the ASX Clear procedural
framework for the automatic exercise of in-the-money cash settled and deliverable option contracts.
The consultation also seeks feedback on ASX Clear’s approach in circumstances where an option contract is
inadvertently exercised, or where there has been a failure to exercise an option contract when the intention was to do so.
ASX is exploring ways to improve operational risk management and efficiency for its customers and align its procedures
with global best practice.

Automatic exercise on expiry date
International benchmark review of automatic exercise
1. ASX has performed an international benchmark review of derivative markets across major global exchanges and
option clearing houses on the use of ‘automatic exercise’ on expiry of option contracts. The market venues and
clearing houses reviewed all provide for the ‘automatic exercise’ of cash settled option contracts and certain
deliverable option contracts as the default position, provided that they are in-the-money on expiration.
2. Generally, option contracts at-the-money and out-of-the-money are not subject to automatic exercise and will expire
worthless, unless exercise is expressly requested. However, certain cash settled products are automatically
exercised at-the-money in addition to in-the-money.
3. The automatic exercise thresholds employed by most market venues and clearing houses typically operate on a
basis of 0.01 (local currency) or more in-the-money, or a percentage threshold that is either fixed or set as
prescribed from time to time. The clearing houses that use a percentage criterion for in-the-money automatic
exercise typically calculate the percentage as being the difference between the strike and fixing (reference) price as
a percentage of the strike price.
4. No clearing houses were found to automatically allocate exercise notices in respect of in-the-money option contracts
by default on a day other than on expiry day.
5. All clearing houses reviewed provide that if default automatic exercise is not expressly overridden by the participant
by the relevant exercise cut-off it is binding and irrevocable pursuant to the relevant clearing rules and procedures.
6. The clearing house systems covered by the review all provide for automatic exercise to be set at either a product or
account level or both.
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Clearing house

For a limited number of cash settled products, automatic exercise at-the-money was also provided for.
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Current automatic exercise features supported by ASX Clear
7. In contrast to other derivative market venues and option clearing houses, ASX Clear does not provide for the
automatic exercise of in-the-money cash settled and deliverable products as the default position in the first instance.
However, clearing participants have the choice to elect and manage automatic exercise upon expiry at an account
level through ASX Clear’s Derivatives Clearing System (DCS).
8. The table below sets out the current DCS parameters available to an ASX Clearing Participant in relation to the
exercise of option contracts at expiry. The relevant DCS parameters must be set by the exercise cut-off time
(generally 19:00) on the date of expiry in order to achieve the desired exercise outcome.
Priority

Mechanism

Initiated by…

Operates at… Used to…

Overrides

1

Manual exercise exclusion

Participant

Position level

Exclude a position from autoexercise

Account auto-exercise

N/A

Manual exercise

Participant

Position level

Notify a position to be exercised

The expiry of an in-the-money,
at-the-money or an out-of-themoney option position that
may otherwise occur

2

Account auto-exercise

Participant

Account level

Apply a default setting for autoN/A
exercise of in-the-money positions
to an account

Proposal
Cash settled option contracts
9. ASX Clear proposes to provide for the automatic exercise of all in-the-money cash settled option contracts (e.g.
XJOs) on the expiry date as the default position. It is proposed that a clearing participant will have the ability to
manually override the automatic exercise of a specific option contract through the DCS system.
10. If a clearing participant does not manually override the automatic exercise on an option contract prior to the exercise
cut-off time ASX Clear will deem the exercise binding and irrevocable pursuant to the relevant clearing rules and
procedures.
11. The table below sets out the proposed DCS parameters that would be available to ASX Clear and an ASX clearing
participant in relation to the exercise of cash settled option contracts at expiry. For the purposes of the table,
automatic exercise for all in-the-money cash settled option contracts would be set by ASX Clear as the default
position for all new and existing products. A clearing participant seeking to achieve a different exercise outcome
(from that of automatic exercise on expiry) will need to manually override the automatic exercise through the DCS
system by the exercise cut-off time which is generally 19:00 on the expiry date.
Priority

Mechanism

Initiated by…

Operates at… Used to…

Overrides

1

Manual exercise exclusion

Participant

Position level

Exclude a position from product
default auto-exercise

Product default auto-exercise

N/A

Manual exercise

Participant

Position level

Notify a position to be exercised

The expiry of an in-the-money
or an out-of-the-money option
position that would otherwise
occur

2

Product default autoexercise

ASX Clear Operations

Product level

Apply a default setting for autoN/A
exercise of in-the-money positions
at product level
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Consultation questions
Q1

Do you agree that ASX Clear should change its current policy and provide for automatic exercise as the default
position for all in-the-money cash settled option contracts on the expiry date? Please set out your reasons.

Q2

If ASX Clear were to implement the proposal for automatic exercise as the default position for all in-the-money
cash settled options contracts, do you support ASX Clear providing the ability for clearing participants to exclude
automatic exercise for a specific option position? Please set out your reasons.

Deliverable option contracts
12. ASX Clear proposes to provide for the automatic exercise of all in-the-money deliverable option contracts (e.g. stock
options) on the expiry date as the default position. It is proposed that a clearing participant will have the ability to
manually override the automatic exercise of a specific option contract through the DCS system.
13. If a clearing participant does not manually override the automatic exercise on an option contract prior to the exercise
cut-off time ASX Clear will deem the exercise binding and irrevocable pursuant to the relevant clearing rules and
procedures.
14. The table below sets out the proposed DCS parameters that would be available to ASX Clear and an ASX clearing
participant in relation to the exercise of deliverable option contracts at expiry. For the purposes of the table,
automatic exercise for all in-the-money deliverable option contracts would be set by ASX Clear as the default
position for all new and existing products. A clearing participant seeking to achieve a different exercise outcome
(from that of automatic exercise on expiry) will need to manually override the automatic exercise through the DCS
system by the exercise cut-off time which is generally 19:00 on the expiry date.
Priority

Mechanism

Initiated by…

Operates at… Used to…

Overrides

1

Manual exercise exclusion

Participant

Position level

Exclude a position from product
default auto-exercise

Product default auto-exercise

N/A

Manual exercise

Participant

Position level

Notify a position to be exercised

The expiry of an in-the-money
or an out-of-the-money option
position that would otherwise
occur

2

Product default auto-exercise

ASX Clear Operations

Product level

Apply a default setting for autoN/A
exercise of in-the-money positions
at product level

Consultation questions
Q3

Do you agree that ASX Clear should change its current policy and provide for the automatic exercise as the default
position for all in-the-money deliverable option contracts on the expiry date? Please set out your reasons.

Q4

If ASX Clear were to implement the proposal for automatic exercise as the default position for all in-the-money
deliverable options contracts, do you support ASX Clear providing the ability for clearing participants to exclude
automatic exercise for a specific option position? Please set out your reasons.
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Error in option exercise
Other market venues and clearing houses
15. ASX’s review of market venues and clearing houses did not identify rules or procedures dealing with error resolution
policies. However, the review did find clearing rules and/or procedures that clearly provide that if default automatic
exercise is not expressly overridden by the participant by the relevant exercise cut-off time, it is deemed to be
binding and irrevocable.

ASX Clear approach for exercise errors
16. The ASX Clear Operating Rules do not provide for remedy of exercise errors in the event where an option contract
is inadvertently exercised, or where there has been a failure to exercise an option contract by the exercise cut-off
time on the expiry date when there was an intention to do so. Accordingly, a clearing participant does not have a
right to have an exercise error addressed, or to have any particular process followed if they request their error be
addressed, and ASX Clear is not obliged to take steps to address the error.
17. However, if a clearing participant contacts ASX Clear about a failure to exercise or an exercise as a result of a
clearing participant oversight, ASX Clear may, at its discretion, agree to take steps which may facilitate the error
being addressed. Set out below is a high level description of the approach generally followed by ASX where it
agrees to take such steps.
18. If ASX Clear agrees to take steps to seek to address the error, ASX Clear will contact the relevant clearing
participants who are sellers of the affected option contract and who have been allocated or not allocated an exercise
notice as a result of the exercise error (‘counterparty participants’), and enquire whether the counterparty participant
agrees to facilitate the error being addressed - e.g. in the case of a deliverable option contract, the delivery of the
relevant underlying security or the non-delivery of the underlying security dependant on the nature of the exercise
error. At this initial point of contact ASX may divulge the identity of the requesting clearing participant (to which the
requestor will be deemed to have consented when contacting ASX Clear to seek to have the exercise error
addressed).
19. ASX Clear will not divulge the identity of the counterparty participant(s) to the requesting clearing participant unless
the counterparty participant agrees to facilitate the error being addressed or the counterparty participant otherwise
agrees to such disclosure.
20. The counterparty participant is not obliged in any way to consider a corrective course of action, and any agreement
by the counterparty participant to enter into an arrangement to facilitate the error being addressed is on a voluntary
basis.
21. If the counterparty participant agrees to facilitate the error being addressed, the terms of such an agreement are a
matter to be negotiated directly between the relevant clearing participants, and any steps taken to address the error
should occur directly between those parties outside of the exercise and allocation process undertaken by ASX Clear
(which occurs automatically post the relevant exercise cut-off time based on exercise information at that time).
Accordingly, ASX Clear and DCS records will not reflect any arrangement agreed between the relevant clearing
participants.
22. In relation to American style deliverable option contracts for which an exercise event (e.g. Corporate Action) may
occur prior to the expiry date, ASX Clear may also facilitate the approach described above, or may also facilitate
position adjustment where appropriate.
23. The approach outlined in this consultation paper in relation to exercise errors is not intended to address the scenario
where a clearing participant is experiencing technical problems in the transmission of clearing messages before the
exercise cut-off time. Under these circumstances, a clearing participant may contact ASX Clear before exercise cutoff and request emergency assistance to address such circumstances pursuant to ASX Clear Operating Rule 6.9.
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Consultation questions
Q5

Do you agree that ASX Clear should change its current approach to addressing participant exercise errors notified
to ASX Clear? Please set out your reasons.

Q6

Should ASX Clear change its current approach so that it does not in any circumstances take steps which may
facilitate the correction of exercise errors? Please set out your reasons.

Q7

Should ASX Clear impose a notification cut-off time in order for a participant to be able to seek that an erroneous
exercise or failure to exercise be addressed, and if so what time should apply? Please set out your reasons.

Q8

Should ASX Clear identify the counterparty participant to the requestor regardless of whether the counterparty
participant has consented to their identity being revealed? Please set out your reasons.
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